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Gems are the premium in-game currency used to advance players’ villages. When players first download the game they
begin with 500 Gems (250 of which you are forced to use during the tutorial, and another 8 if you rush the buildings and
troops when prompted). Additional Gems can be earned in-game by completing Achievements or clearing Obstacles
or purchased with real money. Gems can be used in several ways: There are several items, such as the Pirate Flag,
Ancient Barbarian Statue, the Mighty Statue, and Builder’s Huts, that can only be purchased with a substantial amount
of Gems.
Gems can be used to buy other resources such as Gold, Elixir, or Dark Elixir in varying amounts.
Gems can also be used to boost or finish training Troops in the Barracks and Dark Barracks, boost or finish Spell
brewing in the Spell Factory and Dark Spell Factory, and boost or finish Siege Machine production in the Workshop.
Gems can be used to request for Clan Castle troops before the cooldown to do so expires. They can also be used to
perform “Quick Donations”, which donates troops to others without needing to train them.
Gems can also be used to instantly complete the construction or upgrade of Buildings, upgrades in the Laboratory and
Star Laboratory, and the rebuilding of the Ruined Buildings in the Builder Base.
Players can also speed up the production of resource collectors such as Gold Mines, Elixir Collectors, and Dark Elixir
Drills for a period of time using Gems.
Heroes can be recovered or their healing rate can be increased by gems.
Gems can be used to purchase Shields of different durations or a 2-hour Village Guard, which will protect your base
from attacks.
Gems can be used to purchase Magic Items from the Trader.
In the Builder Base, Gems can be used to instantly obtain the next set of win bonuses. They can also be used to activate
the Clock Tower early.
Gems can also be used to change the player’s name after he/she has used the free name change with the price increasing
by 500 until a maximum of 10,000 according to this post on the official Clash of Clans website.
Gems can be used to purchase additional slots for War Bases in the Village Edit Mode.
Additional information on Gems can be found on the Resources page.
Purchasing Gems
Gems are available to purchase in the Treasure menu of the Shop. For more information on prices in multiple currencies,
please visit In-App Purchases.
Earning Gems
Gems can be earned in the game by completing Achievements. When you complete challenges in the Achievements
menu, for example, ‘clear 50 obstacles’, players are rewarded with Gems. When players gain 3200 trophies, they will
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be awarded 2000 Gems (3715 if you count all the Gems awarded by trophies). This is the most amount of gems players
can earn from achievements, use them wisely.
Another way to earn Gems is to clear obstacles, which are an infinite (although slow) source of Gems. Obstacles will
give Experience and can also give up to 6 Gems whenever they are cleared, although sometimes they may not give any
gems at all. There is also a special obstacle known as the Gem Box, which always yields 25 gems when cleared, but
they are much rarer than normal obstacles.
Players can also earn gems by completing certain events. For example, ‘Win 10 multiplayer battles using 10 wizards’.
This kind of event might give you instant gems and XP. The highest amount of gems ever earned from an event is 250
and the highest amount of XP earned is 600 points.
A further (although limited availability) way to earn Gems is to be one in the Top 20 players of the Top 3 Clans. At the
end of each two-week period, the Top 3 Clans earn 50,000 Gems for 1st, 30,000 Gems for 2nd, and 15,000 Gems for
3rd; these totals are divided equally amongst the Top 20 players of the respective Clans.
Gems can be mined in the Gem Mine, which is in the Builder Base, though the process is slow, with a maximum
production rate of 4.8 gems per day.
Players can win Gems directly from Clan Games if their clan has unlocked the relevant reward tiers.
Any Magic Items won through Clan Games or other means can be sold for Gems.
The August 2019 Season Challenges awarded gems ranging from 5-20, up to a total of 250.
Resource rewards in Season Challenges can be sold for up to 5 Gems if they cannot be fully claimed due to a lack of
storage space. The amount of gems earned from this conversion depends on the proportion that cannot be claimed: 1
Gem is given for every 20% of the reward that cannot be claimed, rounded down (to a minimum of 1 Gem).
Trivia
Clash of Clans is free to play, but contains a premium currency (in this case Gems) available for purchase that gives
players in-game advantages. These types of games are called ‘Freemium’ games.
In real life, Gems resemble emeralds.
As players buy larger amounts of Gems, the cost per Gem decreases.
Many (if not most) high-level players buy large quantities of Gems (these players are often called “Gemmers”); Jorge
Yao, who was one of the top players in the world, has stated in interviews that he had spent over $2,500 buying Gems.
It takes much more gems to heal a hero or to request Clan Castle troops than to finish upgrades or troop training: for
example, it takes 7 gems to finish an upgrade or troop training with 20 minutes remaining, but it takes 42 gems to
request Clan Castle troops again immediately after requesting and 23 gems to heal a hero with 20 minutes remaining.
Between November 24, 2014 and December 8, 2014, iOS users were able to purchase a Pack of Gems (RED) for $4.99
to contribute to AIDS research. When they did they received a red shield on their Town Hall. Clash of Clans hack
2021/22 is the best game I’ve ever played. When it came out, now I’m addicted to this game. I can’t stop playing this
game because it’s the best game to make this game. Thank you, Because it’s the best game. It’s fun to continue to play
more of these games. We like this cooking game. Even though the cooking game of viola division is the best game
I played 20 minutes ago, I can’t stop playing it because it’s the best game. Let’s play it all the time. I like them very
mGemsh Thank you, anyone who saw it, please answer, tell me who made these terrible and wonderful games, we are
playing now, people are more and more addicted to these games, they can’t leave here, mainly China, computer, iPad
or tablet, wow, I don’t know this is the best game until I get it, It’s cool, I love him, it’s cool, I play this app, I play
Clash of Clans cheats, I love him, it’s always fun, watching it play, it makes me happy, when I play this game, It let me
play for several hours, played for several hours, had a good time, played with friends, family, friends and my parents
and sister, like this app, I can do sGemsh games, how do you do these games, I want to know how you do these games.
I like cooking. Hot, this is my favorite game now, so I have to try when it comes to it sign out. On the whole, I like
his great ideas and put what I expected Nonrecurrent. On Can say “pride” very good Slow and fast work, multi task
dining and delivery options you You can play without gas, But your time is limited to God. If you want to spend Gems.
I like that. I can play at any time, but this is limited excitation. more, My biggest complaint is that the air bubbles
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on the passengers’ heads are so small that you can almost see how they feel about them Command’s Can you enlarge
it? In addition, most of the time, when food is dragged in front of customers, it breaks down and can’t be delivered. I
think it’s because there are too many bubbles Small.si It’s fixed, I can pay for it game. No problem paying for a great
experience, this game has all the potential, and if it’s right, it’s worth it. have a try. I’ll wait for you there. Go ahead.
Great potential! Good job, guys. I like new things.
Anti-Ban Protection: Yes
Undetectable Script: Yes
Tested and works perfectly.
Add Unlimited Gems
Clash of Clans hack iOS
Clash of Clans hack apk
Clash of Clans hack 2021/22
Clash of Clans hack unlimited Gems 2021/22
Clash of Clans hack mod apk 2021/22
Clash of Clans hack 2021/22 no human verification
Clash of Clans hack tool no survey
Clash of Clans Clash of Clans
Clash of Clans generator no human verification
Clash of Clans : Clash of Clans hack CLASH OF CLANS FREE GEMS, CLASH OF CLANS FREE GOLD, FREE
GEMS CLASH OFCLANS, CLASH OF CLANS GENERATOR, CLASH OF CLANS SPIN ELIXIRS, CLASH OF
CLANS FREE GOLD,CLASH OF CLANS UNLIMITED GEMS AND GOLDEver wondered about How To Get
Free GOLD MASTER GOLD and GEMS? Then continue reading, Wehave finally updated our hack for free GOLD
MASTER GOLD and GEMS. The Free GOLD MASTER GOLDand GEMS generator can be used to get Free GOLD
and GEMS for GOLD MASTER, the GOLD and GEMSgenerator has almost all available GOLD and GEMS on GOLD
MASTER. Grab all the GOLD and GEMSwhile they are available. We will be updating our site with more GOLD and
GEMS found on GOLDMASTER.We have actually many messages saying many thanks , we also got the letter from
the CLASH OFCLANS to shut this generator however we outlawed their IPs in order that they can never ever see
ourgenerator from their systems. , if the vehicle human confirmation gets fallen short do the by handverification to
end the method. Click on the above to access the generator, we recommend you to useour generator in any quite smart
phone for top compatibility.hacks for clash OF CLANS, clash OF CLANS hack, OF CLANS clash hack, hack of clash
OF CLANS, hack toclash OF CLANS, hacks in clash OF CLANS. Clash connected with Clans is a marvellous cellcentered sport that lots of individuals get pleasure from taking part in routinely. Once you take part in the online game,
you possibly can well generate as well as construct your individual armies to shield the structures that you have created.
Also you can tone-beginning various other forts in addition to areas to enable you to progression amongst players alone.
If you’d prefer to experience Encounter regarding Clans, using a collide involving clans jade will be the best option on
hand.
There are many of different approaches that you achieve success whenever actively playing farmville.On the subject
of Encounter regarding Clans, it’s important that you should play in the sport generally so that you can turn into great
at that. Using this online game, including many other software, each and every pastime will take several moments or
even time to complete.
Clash Of Clans Hack Tool Clash Of Clan Cheat No Survey Clash Of Clan Cheats Clash Of Clan Hack Clash Of Clan
Hack 2015 Clash Of Clan Hack Tool Clash Of Clan Hack Tool Download Clash Of Clan Hack Tool Free Download
Clash Of Clans 2015 Hack Clash Of Clans 2015 Hack Clash Of Clans Cheat Clash Of Clans Cheat Tool Clash Of Clans
Cheat Tool No Survey Clash Of Clans Cheat Tool Free Download Clash Of Clans Download Free Clash Of Clans Easy
Gems Clash Of Clans Free Download Clash Of Clans Free Game Clash Of Clans Free Gem Glitch Clash Of Clans
Free Gems Clash Of Clans Free Gems Download Clash Of Clans Free Gems No Download Clash Of Clans Free Hack
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Clash Of Clans Gems Hack Clash Of Clans Gems Hack Download Clash Of Clans Gems Tool Clash Of Clans Hack
Gems Download Clash Of Clans Hack Ifile Clash Of Clans Hack Online No Download Clash Of Clans Hack Tool
1.2v Clash Of Clans Hack Tool Download Without Survey Clash Of Clans Hack Tool Free Download Clash Of Clans
Hack Tool Free Download No Survey Clash Of Clans Hack Tool No Password Clash Of Clans Hack Tool No Survey
Download Clash Of Clans Hack Tool No Survey Or Password Clash Of Clans Hack Tool Online Clash Of Clans Hack
Tool Online No Download Clash Of Clans Hack Tools 2015 Clash Of Clans Hack Unlimited Gems Clash Of Clans
Hack Clash Of Clans Hacked Clash Of Clans Hacker Clash Of Clans Hacks Clash Of Clans Jailbreak Hack Clash Of
Clans Juwelen Hack Clash Of Clans No Survey Clash Of Clans Tool 2015 Clash Of Clans Tool Download Gems are,
without doubt, the most precious resources CoC. Players use gems to buy structures and other basic resources, but they
cannot use structures and other basic resources to create gems. Players can only acquire them through gem collectors,
achievements, and by buying them using real money. In any way, collecting gems is a gruesome and time-consuming
process. Who would want to waste so much time, money, and effort just to get a hold of only a hundred gems?
Fortunately, there are hacking sites that offer free gems (coc) online. These sites require users to fulfill certain procedures before they can give users their requested resources. To give you a gist of how these hacking sites work, here are
some ways how to get unlimited gems in clash of clans.
Most hacking sites require players to enter their usernames and/or player tags and their game platforms. The primary
information serves as a basis to where the hacking sites will deliver the data. Afterwards, the sites verify if the accounts
exist. If the verification is successful, the sites will perform a background check on the accounts.
At this time, users can check if the hacking sites had the correct player accounts. Usually, the sites present the accounts’
basic information, like the players’ username, clan name, experience levels, town hall levels, etc. If the sites have the
correct account information, users can now proceed to request the amount of gems they want. Most sites offer various
fixed amounts for each resource. Users only need to choose from the range of offers available and hit “Continue.”
When all aforementioned steps are finished, the only thing users need to do is the verification process, usually using a
Captcha code. This is a crucial step because it prevents bots from abusing the sites’ services. For this step, the hacking
sites may have various things for the users to accomplish. Some sites redirect users to answer surveys, while other sites
ask users to download apps and run them for a certain time. If users finish the Captcha verification successfully, then
the sites will deliver the requested resources to them.
To note, surveys are, most of the time, time-consuming. Luckily, there are hacking sites that offer hacks without surveys.
With that, how do these Clash of clans gem hack (no survey) run?
Enter username or player tag
Indicate your desired resources
Do the Captcha verification process
In the end, these sites run the same as the other hacking sites do. However, these “no survey” sites are much easier to
use, and are time conservative. With these, players can play Clash of Clans as much as they want, without worrying for
gems to run out. Clash of Clans Hacks - Get COC Resources Every Time you . . . [NEW] Snapchat Hack Free APP for
iOS and Android here: Forgot your Snapchat password? Nowyou can easily get back into your account by . . . Tutorial
: Get Unlimited Gems on Clash of Clans No . . . Clash of Clans Resources Generator. . . . Human Verification Please
choose an option below to verifyyou are a human. 1) Verify Through Survey.Clash Of Clans Hack Gems OnlineWhat
do Bioware, Blizzard, High Voltage, Planet Moon, Shiny, Snowblind, Treyarch and Volition
Page 2 have in common? They were all once published by Interplay!talent.pl - portal artystyczny promowanie artystw
. . . This latest released of our clash of clans hack comes with the online generator. Mainly for gems andother resources
hack that can fulfill your upgrades. E. Home;[Trick] Hack Instagram Accounts Without Downloading . . . clash of clans
hack free download. . . . Clash of Clans Gems Hack Tool. Clash Of Clans UpgradeAssistant. Clash Of Clans Upgrade
Assistant t’aide amliorer ton . . . The Army Catering Corps We Sustain Unofficial SiteWe must look at Filipino boxing
legend Manny PacMan Pacquiao with awe, once again he takes onanother younger and bigger opponent in 29 year old
unbeaten . CLASH OF CLANS FREE GEMS, CLASH OF CLANS FREE GOLD, FREE GEMS CLASH OFCLANS,
CLASH OF CLANS GENERATOR, CLASH OF CLANS SPIN ELIXIRS, CLASH OF CLANS FREE GOLD,CLASH
OF CLANS UNLIMITED GEMS AND GOLDEver wondered about How To Get Free CLASH OF CLANS GOLD
and GEMS? Then continue reading, Wehave finally updated our hack for free CLASH OF CLANS GOLD and GEMS.
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The Free CLASH OF CLANSGOLD and GEMS generator can be used to get Free GOLD and GEMS for CLASH OF
CLANS, the GOLD andGEMS generator has almost all available GOLD and GEMS on CLASH OF CLANS. Grab
all the GOLD andGEMS while they are available. We will be updating our site with more GOLD and GEMS found
on CLASHOF CLANS.We have actually many messages saying many thanks , we also got the letter from the CLASH
OF CLANS toshut this generator however we outlawed their IPs in order that they can never ever see our generator
fromtheir systems. , if the vehicle human confirmation gets fallen short do the by hand verification to end themethod.
Click on the above to access the generator, we recommend you to use our generator in anyquite smart phone for top
compatibility. Page 2 Clash Of Clans Hack Tool OfflineWhat Is Your Favorite Arcade To Have Fun Playing The Best
Free Online Games?There is utterly nothing better then having the ability to set down at your computer, get on the
internet,and play a lovely game that costs you nothing. You also don’t even to be able to download the multitudeof
games which usually out there nowadays. They may be completely free, easy to play, and take noinstallation. Right
here is the joy to become able to use the internet.Hack Gems CocThere for you to be be modifications to keyword
concentrating on. free cheats for clash of clansundetected clash of clans hack clashofclans-hacktool.com With the term
“web hosting”, advertisers canget to repay to $14 for extremely best position in the search engines. That’s unbelievably
high. So now itis a challenge because finding targeted cheap keywords isn’t actually quite an easy task. Growing do
youany good to advertise your web hosting service persons looking to top online games or readers lookingfor celebrity
news. So it’s a person to really weigh up who have to have to own a website and find waysto provide to consumers.One
in the most popular games present is FarmVille, another the Farm Location. Both are basically thesame. It’s thing
about these will be the a family that works close to the internet, or rations their timeinto segments through the day
could actually set up a perfect schedule with playing a casino game andmoving. By embedding certain crops to the
gardens and fields on these games you will know exactlywhen you are going to produce to returning.Once you get a real
feel depending on how others use automated play, you start to craft a technique forusing them effectively on your. Just
by thinking in terms clash of clans hack bluffing and misdirection,you can develop ways to send deceptive messages
because of your automated play. Whenever a playerseems to switch from automated to manual play (or vice versa),
that’s a tell. Realistic is: what does itreally mean? A clever, sneaky, underhanded and treacherous player will use that
“tell” in when the wayit is going to be viewed.
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